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BACKGROUND:
Maureen Grace Haggerty, Allied ASID, has worked in the
interior design industry for more than 27 years—the past 10 as
the owner of mint.
DREAM PROJECT:
I believe my life’s purpose is to empower others. With every
project, I relish helping my clients create beauty, bring joy to
their lives, and add value to their homes. Every project, in its
own way, is a dream project, but I’d leap at the possibility to
remodel a historic home on Summit Avenue and restore it to
its original glory from top to bottom.
BENEFITS OF HIRING A PROFESSIONAL DESIGNER:
Whether you’re building a new home, renovating an older
home, or remodeling a single room, every design scenario
can benefit from an interior designer. Designers translate
ideas into smart, informed, effective solutions, help develop
plans, and are there to guide you through the process. As an
integral part of your project team, your interior designer
serves as supportive counsel, providing invaluable experience

and product knowledge. During every step of the way, they
will consider both the big picture and minute details, allowing
you to relax and have fun with the project. Your designer can
transform your wishes into a beautiful and exciting reality.

“The ideal interior designer is someone
who cares about you, listens to you,
understands what you wish to attain,
and has the talent and experience
to make it happen. You’ll be spending
a lot of quality time with this person,
so it should be a rewarding
adventure—not a challenge.”
— MAUREEN GRACE HAGGERTY, ALLIED ASID,
OWNER/DESIGNER, MINT
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